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What will the future look like?
When a new era of consoles beckons, both hardware makers and game studios need to answer that question. After all, if they can’t give us compelling reasons to part with our cash, then there’s no reason to buy their devices. For the past couple of years, we’ve heard lots of info about The Initiative – the Microsoft-owned studio set up in 2018 with the express goal of “shipping high-quality titles at AAAA standards.” At the time of writing, we don’t know exactly what it’s working on. My main worry is what a quadruple-A game will look like. Clearly, it’s intended to signal that the product will be a notch above the most expensively made games of the current generation. But beyond the marketing patter, what does that mean? An open-world game with a play area bigger than the Earth itself? More detailed snow and trees than even Red Dead Redemption 2 could muster? Also, what will making a quadruple-A game mean for its developers? Even more crunch; even worse treatment of workers; even longer working hours? Workers chained to desks with vacuum tubes releasing packets of crisps at one-hour intervals?

One of the first big next-gen games will be Call of Duty: Black Ops Cold War, with its rubbery-looking Ronald Reagan. So maybe this is what we can expect from quadruple-A games: detailed yet oddly robotic faces from the past, looming eerily from our 4K screens. I’ve seen the future, and it’s the face of a president whose favourite film was Rambo: First Blood Part II.

Ryan Lambie
Editor
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